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ABSTRACT
In light of ever-present partisan division in the US political system, it is critical that researchers gain a better understanding of potential biological differences that exist between self-professed Democrats and Republicans. In the current
pilot experiment, we examined differences within the human mirror neuron system (hMNS), a network linked to a host
of social and emotional abilities, in a small group of self-identified Republicans and Democrats. We found clear differences between these two groups with respect to resting-state brain connectivity within the hMNS. These neural differences were not systematically related to differences in empathy. Our findings are consistent with the idea that other
factors, such as one’s preferential type of social connectivity (broad vs. tight), may have driven the reported findings.
These data provide novel insights regarding our knowledge of the biological basis of party identification, and suggest
specific directions for future research.
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1. Introduction
In the wake of an ever-present partisan divide and the
dire consequences associated with it [1-5], scientific curiosity regarding core biological differences between
self-professed Democrats and Republicans is high. It is
clear that Republicans and Democrats tend to have different views regarding key political issues in any given
election cycle, and that their behavior will vary accordingly. But at a more basic level, researchers in the
emerging field of political neuroscience continue to ask
the question: Are the brains of Democrats and Republicans “wired” in the same way, and, if not, how might any
differences influence the way members of these parties
perceive, understand and interact with the world around
them [6-12]?
Over the past decade, researchers working in the field
of political neuroscience have made significant advances
in our understanding of how genetics and biology reflect
political affiliation and influence decision making [13,
14]. Converging evidence strongly supports the idea that
differences in political ideology may manifest as differences in brain activity within brain networks associated
with specific cognitive processes. For example, one reCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

cent neuroimaging investigation established a link between political ideology (liberal vs. conservative) and
activity in the brain network responsible for processing
threat [8]. Using a Go/No-Go task, other authors reported
that the brains of more conservative individuals, specifically sites in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), respond more robustly to conflict [9,15]. This latter finding
is consistent with Zamboni et al. [11] who recently found
that participants reading conservative statements showed
heightened responses in brain areas associated with withdrawal and response inhibition. Finally, Kanai and colleagues [12] observed a correlation between ACC and
amygdala volume and political orientation. All of these
studies are consistent with neurocognitive theories positing a relationship between political ideology and the
neural responses to threat and uncertainty.
In the present study, we chose to focus our attention on
one generally supported difference between Republicans
and Democrats that has not been the primary focus of
previous neuroscientific inquiry. Anecdotal evidence, as
well as empirical data, support the idea that liberals and
conservatives differ on measures related to social and
emotional skills [16-21]. For example, liberals and supJBBS
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porters of Democratic candidates tend to score higher on
the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) [19,21], a commonly used measure of empathy, a psychological construct thought to reflect an individual’s ability to recognize or understand another individual’s emotions or state
of mind [16]. Democrats also tend to score higher on
personality measures that are typically associated with
successful social interactions, including extraversion,
openness and agreeableness [18,20]. A recent, large-scale,
web-based study of more than 140,000 liberals and conservatives essentially replicated and extended these findings [21].
What is the brain basis for the differences reported in
these studies? A review of neuroscientific research conducted over the last two decades suggests the human
mirror neuron system (hMNS) as a likely candidate. In
the early 1990’s, mirror neurons, cells that respond to the
same action whether it is executed by an actor or merely
observed, were first reported in the inferior frontal gyrus
of macaque monkeys [22]. Subsequent neuroimaging
[23-33] and brain stimulation [34-37] research argues
strongly for the existence of a roughly homologous bilateral hMNS, with one recent study actually managing to
record from human cortical neurons that possess mirror-like response properties [38]. Research in both healthy
and clinical populations has established a link between
activation in the hMNS and individual social and emotional abilities. In particular, brain imaging experiments
indicate the involvement of the hMNS in 1) action understanding [25,39-41]; 2) simulation of others’ mental
states [23,26,42,43]; 3) recognizing the intentions of others [24,44-47]; 4) empathizing with others [48-54]; 5)
creation of interpersonal relationships [42,55]; 6) joint
action/cooperation [56-60] and 7) motor contagion [6164]. Here, we focused our attention on “core” nodes of
the hMNS including the inferior parietal lobe (IPL, BA
39 and 40) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, pars opercularis, BA 44) bilaterally.
In the present study, rather than measuring task-dependent brain activation, as has been done in the majority
of previous neuropolitical investigations [6,8-10,12,15,
65], we were interested in isolating task-independent
neural markers associated with self-reported party affiliation. Accordingly, we used fMRI to measure resting-state
functional connectivity. Using this technique we were
able to quantify the correlation between neural activation
patterns in multiple, spatially disparate brain regions
while self-reported Democrats and Republican rested
comfortably with their eyes closed [66]. In effect, measurement of resting-state functional connectivity provides
information regarding the default, or baseline strength of
coupling, be it positive or negative, between specific
brain regions. This technique has been used extensively
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

by cognitive neuroscientists to examine differences in
coupling strength associated with complex psychological
phenomenon ranging from personality [67] to memory
[68,69] to social skills in Autism [70]. Importantly, resting-state functional connectivity has been found to be
predictive of real-life task-performance/behavior [68,71].
In the present study, we examined the relationship between resting-state functional connectivity within a known
functional network (i.e. the hMNS) and political affiliation. Based on the research discussed above, we hypothesized that resting-state functional connectivity within the
hMNS would be relatively greater in self-reported Democrats than in self-reported Republicans. In addition to
asking participants about their political affiliation (Republican/Democrat), we also queried participants regarding their stance (for/against) on a number of political
issues, some of which are generally seen as being associated with specific partisan viewpoints. Because we felt
that empathy might be a driving factor in any differences
observed in patterns of resting-state functional connectivity, we assessed this construct using the IRI [16].

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Twenty-four young adults (Male = 8, Female = 16),
twelve of which were self-reported Democrats (3 Male, 9
Female) and twelve of which were self-reported Republicans (5 Male, 7 Female), participated in the current
study. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects
prior to participation and subjects were paid $20 for their
time. This experiment was approved by the local IRB
committee and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Data Collection
Prior to MRI scanning each participant completed a brief
questionnaire which assessed their political affiliation
(Republican/Democrat) and their stance (for/against) on
a select number of political issues [72]. Participants then
underwent MRI scanning. All MRI images were acquired
on a Trio 3-T whole body MR scanner (Siemens) located
at the McCausland Center for Brain Imaging (Columbia,
SC). For each participant, we acquired a high-resolution
T1-weighted structural scan (volume TR = 1960 ms, TE
= 4.43 ms, 8 degree flip angle, 176 coronal slices, slicematrix size = 256 × 208, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, voxel
size = 1 × 1 × 1) as well as a short resting-state fMRI
scan which was performed with the participant’s eyes
closed (TR = 2.2 s, TE = 35 ms, 90 degree flip angle, 36
axial slices, slice-matrix size = 64 × 64, slice thickness =
3 mm, slice gap = 0.5 mm, FOV = 22.4 mm, voxel size =
3.0 × 3.0 × 2.5 mm).
JBBS
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2.3. fMRI Data Analysis
All MRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using the
CONN functional connectivity toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli, S., and Nieto-Castanon, 2012; http://www.nitrc.org/
projects/conn) run under the SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.
uk/spm/) statistical software package (Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) using Matlab 2009 (The Mathworks Inc.). All functional data were
imported and corrected for motion artifacts using bilinear
interpolation. Functional images were then co-registered
with the high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image.
Images were then normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template with a resolution of 2 ×
2 × 2 mm, and smoothed in three dimensions using an 8
× 8 × 8 mm Gaussian kernel. Confounds associated with
Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal from 1)
the white matter/cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) masks and 2)
subject head motion, were removed. Finally, the data was
band-pass filtered (0.008 Hz - 0.09 Hz).
We first modeled resting-state functional connectivity
within the hMNS during the six-minute nine-second resting-state functional session for each subject individually.
Specifically, we performed seeded voxel correlations by
estimating the correlation between BOLD signal from
seed areas and target areas (i.e. areas known to be part of
the same network). We conducted two separate analyses.
In the first model the left IFG (BA 44) was set as the
seed region and we measured the correlation between the
BOLD signal generated in that region and the BOLD
signal generated in the left ANG (BA 39) and left SMG
(BA 40) across the resting-state functional run. In the
second analysis, the right IFG (BA 44) was set as the
seed region and we measured connectivity with the right
ANG (BA39) and right SMG (BA 40) in the same manner. In all cases, definitions for anatomical areas of interest (BA 44, BA 39 and BA 40) were pre-defined within
the CONN functional connectivity toolbox. We then defined a second-level model (between-subjects t-test), which
allowed us to test for differences between resting-state
hMNS functional connectivity in Democrats and Republicans. Fixed-effects results were thresholded using a
voxel-level uncorrected p-value threshold (p < 0.05). The
same approach was used to conduct t-tests to compare
resting-state functional connectivity in participants that
were for or against specific political issues we asked
them about.

3. Results
3.1. Resting-State Functional Connectivity
Our analysis of resting-state functional connectivity revealed that, consistent with our a priori hypothesis, selfreported Democrats exhibited significantly greater connectivity that self-reported Republicans within the hMNS.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Specifically, signals generated in the IFG (BA 44) and
ANG (BA 39), in both the left and right hemispheres,
were significantly higher in Democrats as compared to
Republicans (Figure 1(A)). Unexpectedly, Republicans
showed significantly greater connectivity between the
IFG (BA 44) and SMG (BA 40), but only the left hemisphere (Figure 1(B)). It is important to note that the differences we report are relative differences between the
two groups.
We also compared hMNS specific resting-state functional connectivity in groups which were created based
on participants’ stance (“for” or “against”) a number of
specific political issues of interest. The results of these
analyses are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Empathy (Interpersonal Reactivity Index)
In order to examine the relationship between empathy
and differences in resting-state functional connectivity we
conducted a series of one-sided between-subjects t-tests
comparing scores on each of the four IRI subscales (Fantasy, Perspective Taking, Empathic Concern, and Personal Distress) in Republicans and Democrats. The overall empathy score was not statistically significant in Democrats (M = 2.53, SD = 0.41) and Republicans (M =
2.48, SD = 0.33), t(22) = −0.34, p = 0.73. Scores on the
Fantasy subscale (MDEM = 2.6, SDDEM = 0.83, MREP = 2.5,
SDREP = 0.71), the Perspective Taking subscale (MDEM =
2.77, SDDEM = 0.9, MREP = 2.51, SDREP = 0.67), the Empathic Concern subscale (MDEM = 3.14, SDDEM = 0.44,

Figure. 1. Resting-state functional connectivity differences
in Democrats and Republicans. (A) Bilateral sites in the
hMNS including the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and angular gyrus (ANG); (B) Significance of resting-state functional connectivity between specified brain regions averaged across all subjects (All) and
compared in Democrats and Republicans (blue cells =
greater in Democrats, red cell = greater in Republicans).
Significance: *p < 0.05 uncorrected, **p < 0.005 uncorrected
based on a-priori hypotheses.
JBBS
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Table 1. Comparison of hMNS specific resting-state functional connectivity in groups formed based on participants’ stance
(“for” or “against”) regarding a number of specific political issues. All scores represent T-values. Negative values reflect
greater connectivity in participants in favor of an issue whereas positive values reflect greater connectivity in participants
opposed to specific issues. *Significant at p < 0.05, **Significant at p < 0.005, ***Significant at p < 0.0005, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. All analyses were conducted as fixed-effect analyses.
Left

Left

Right

Right

Issue

FOR (N)

AGST (N)

IFG-ANG

IFG-SMG

IFG-ANG

IFG-SMG

School Prayer

17

7

−1.99*

ns

ns

ns

Pro-Choice/Abortion

12

12

3.45

**

ns

ns

ns

Cut Welfare

12

12

ns

3.83***

ns

ns

Food Stamp Program

15

8

ns

−3.23**

−2.06*

ns

Same-Sex Marriage

15

9

2.42*

ns

ns

ns

Political Correctness

12

12

2.22*

ns

ns

ns

Death Penalty

9

15

−3.51**

ns

ns

−2.22*

National Health

11

12

ns

ns

ns

ns

Gun Control

17

6

ns

ns

ns

ns

Labor Unions

8

15

ns

ns

ns

ns

Sex-Ed Children

22

2

ns

ns

ns

ns

Medicare

3

20

ns

ns

ns

ns

Condoms (Elem)

4

19

ns

ns

ns

ns

Minimum Wages

24

0

ns

ns

ns

ns

Meals on Wheels

24

0

ns

ns

ns

ns

Help Homeless

24

0

ns

ns

ns

ns

Racial Quotas (jobs)

4

20

ns

ns

ns

ns

Racial Quotas (school)

4

20

ns

ns

ns

ns

MREP = 2.5, SDREP = 0.54) and the Personal Distress subscale (MDEM = 1.44, SDDEM = 0.43, MREP = 1.74, SDREP =
0.71) also failed to reach statistical significance (all
p-values > 0.15).

unlikely that this finding is related to differences in empathy as a comparison of empathy in our subsample of
self-reported Republicans and Democrats failed to reveal
significant differences between the two groups [21].

4. Discussion

4.2. Resting-State Functional hMNS
Connectivity and Social Connections

4.1. Differences in Resting-State Functional
Connectivity in Republicans and Democrats
The primary goal of the current experiment was to test
the hypothesis that self-reported Democrats would show
greater resting-state functional connectivity within the
hMNS than self-reported Republicans. Consistent with
our predictions, we found that core components of the
hMNS were more strongly connected in our sample of
self-reported Democrats than in our sample of self-reported Republicans. Specifically, we found that restingstate functional connectivity between the IFG and ANG,
in both the left and right hemispheres, was more robust in
Democrats as compared to Republicans. This finding is
consistent with prior behavioral research indicating 1)
heightened empathy in Democrats; and 2) the involvement of the hMNS in social behavior in general [6,17-19,
26]. Interestingly, we also found data inconsistent with
this hypothesis. Self-reported Republican participants
showed more robust resting-state functional connectivity
between the IFG and SMG in the right hemisphere. It is
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

This negative finding raises important questions regarding the relationship between empathy and resting-state
functional connectivity within the hMNS. Interestingly,
recent research suggests that political affiliation is not
only associated with differences in empathy and personality, but also with specific types of social connections.
In a recent large-scale study, Iyer and colleagues performed a principle component analysis of participant
responses to the Individualism-Collectivism Scale [73],
the Identification with All Humanity Scale [74] and the
Love Scale [75] and found a 2-factor solution [21]. One
of these factors, which they referred to as broad social
connection tapped into constructs like “love of friends”
and “identification with the world”. The second term,
which they referred to as tight social connection, had
more to do with relationship to “close groups” and was
connected to constructs like “love of family” and “identification with country”. Interestingly, they found that Democrats tended to score higher on measures of broad
JBBS
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social connectedness, whereas Republicans tended to
score higher on measures of tight social connectedness
[21].
Although we did not explicitly measure social connectedness in the present study, it is tempting to speculate that specific connections within the hMNS may differentially serve to process broad and tight social connections, and that this difference may be responsible for
our finding that self-reported Democrats and Republicans
show higher hMNS specific resting state connectivity in
distinct pathways.
Particularly pertinent to the present study is the rich
literature regarding the function of the inferior parietal
lobe (IPL) in 1) processing the concept of self and 2)
differentiating self from other. For example, recent experiments have shown that the SMG is activated during
sensorimotor conflicts (relevant to sense of agency),
whereas the ANG is activated specifically during sensory
conflicts that affect sense of agency and body ownership
[76,77]. In what is perhaps an even more relevant study,
der Heiden and colleagues recently demonstrated that
adopting a self-centered perspective (as compared to an
other-centered perspective) is associated with increased
activation SMG [78]. Finally, electrical stimulation of the
ANG/SMG border via implanted electrodes is capable of
eliciting out-of-body experiences in which the sense of
self and other are significantly altered [79]. Taken together,
studies such as these lend credence to the hypothesis that
the SMG is more involved processing the relationship
between self and nearby entities, while the ANG is more
involved in processing of the relationship between self
and distant entities. Results from the studies discussed
above are consistent with the hypothesis that greater
IFGSMG connectivity observed in Republicans may
be related to preferential processing of close (as opposed
to distant) social relationships, and vice-a-versa, that greater
IFGANG connectivity observed in Democrats may be
related to preferential processing of tight social relationships. An important goal of future research will be to
clarify the role of the ANG and SMG (and their connections with pars opercularis) in the processing of different
types of social connections.

4.3. Resting-State Functional hMNS
Connectivity and Political Ideology
Our examination of the association between hMNS specific resting-state functional connectivity and stance on
individual political issues revealed a number of interesting relationships. First, there was a generally relationship
between political affiliation and connectivity between the
left IFG and left ANG. Participants who supported conservative issues (i.e. school prayer and death penalty for
murders) exhibited less robust connectivity than particiCopyright © 2013 SciRes.
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pants who were opposed conservative issues. Conversely,
participants who were in favor of more liberal issues
(pro-choice and same-sex marriage) tended to have more
robust IFG-ANG connectivity in the left hemisphere. It is
also interesting to note that the majority of the significant
differences reported in this study (7 out of 9) manifested
as differences within the left hemisphere hMNS. These
findings suggest that hMNS specific resting-state functional connectivity, especially in the left hemisphere, may
be a particularly important in understanding political affiliation.
A broader question in all of this is, of course, to what
extent party affiliation is determined by biological factors
as opposed to environmental ones. Interestingly, a recent
study by Settle and colleagues comparing partisan strength
in identical and non-identical twins found that heritability
accounts for almost half the variance in the strength of
partisan attachment [80]. Although no theoretical models
currently postulate that basic processing characteristics
(such as connectivity) of the hMNS are passed on from
one generation to the next, the hMNS has been associated with disorders known to have a significant heritable
components including Schizophrenia [81-83] and Autism
[43,84-86]). Thus, it is certainly conceivable that hMNS
resting-state functional connectivity is influenced by genetic factors, and that these factors may at least partially
explain the findings of Settle and colleagues. Clearly the
current results could be due to either nature (i.e. genetic
factors), nurture (i.e. political socialization within one’s
family/community [87]), or both. At the very minimum,
our data is consistent with the idea that differences in
party affiliation, be they heritable, environmentally determined, or both, may be linked to the biology of the
hMNS.
Prior research has established clear differences between
liberals and conservatives regarding response inhibition,
sensitivity to threat, withdrawal and disgust, all of which
have been empirically linked to a specific brain areas (i.e.
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [dlPFC], inferior frontal cortex [IFC], amygdala, insula and ACC [9,12,15,88]). While
the areas identified in these previous investigations do
not constitute core components of the hMNS, it is important to note the hMNS is intricately connected with a
number of these additional brain regions. For this reason,
Pineda and colleagues recently proposed the existence of
an “extended” mirror neuron system (EMNS) which encompasses both core components of the hMNS (IFG and
IPL) as well as brain areas thought to influence or depend on activity within these core sites [89]. We think it
is important that the insula, an area commonly activated
during the experience of disgust [88], is considered to be
a part of this EMNS. The exact relationship between activation in the hMNS, activation in the insula, and the
experience of disgust in liberals and conservatives is one
JBBS
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of many interesting topics for future study.

empathy and political affiliation.

4.4. Limitations to Interpretation

4.5. General Conclusion

While results from the present study clearly indicate differences in resting-state functional connectivity within
the hMNS they must be interpreted with caution. First,
the current experiment was a pilot study in which only 24
individuals participated. While we can confidently state
that self-reported Republicans and Democrats in this sample showed different patterns of resting-state functional
connectivity, we are unable to claim that these results
will necessarily hold for other subsamples of the general
population. It is also important to note that our design
was quasi-experimental in that it was not designed to
address the important question of whether differences in
political affiliation cause differences in resting-state functional connectivity or the other way around.
With regards to the association between hMNS resting-state functional connectivity and specific political
issues, it is important to note that, in the current study the
sample size was not large enough in some of the groups
(i.e. only 3 participants were opposed to Medicare) to
allow for meaningful comparisons between pro and anti
groups. In these cases, non-significant results are reported.
This does not rule out the possibility that differences in
hMNS resting-state functional connectivity exist between
individuals that strongly support or oppose these issues.
Although the current findings should be interpreted with
caution, they are consistent with recent literature and generate important recommendations and predictions for future studies. First, it is imperative that future studies
should use larger sample sizes. This would make it possible to filter out possible confounds including but not
limited to the effects of age, gender, family circumstances, education, and race, some of which have been
shown to influence measures of brain connectivity [90].
Future studies should also obtain more detailed descriptions of participants’ political stance (level of political
knowledge, strength of political beliefs, political engagement, etc) in order to provide a richer picture of the relationship between political ideology and brain measurements.
Finally, it is important to note that the measure of empathy we used in the current experiment, the IRI, may
not capture key components of the construct of empathy.
Based on the recently identified preference for broad and
tight social connections in Democrats and Republicans
respectively [21], it is reasonable to assume that members of these two groups may be more or less able to
empathize with/take the perspective of various groups
(i.e. friends, family, the nation and the world in general).
The IRI does not distinguish between empathy for one or
the other group. Empathy scales that make this distinction should be created and used in future research on

In the current experiment we compared hMNS specific
resting-state functional connectivity in self-reported Republicans and Democrats. We found significant differences in connectivity between these two groups within
the hMNS bilaterally. While differences in connectivity
were not readily understood on the basis of individual
empathy scores, they may be related to differences in the
nature of social connectedness favored by liberals and
conservatives. Analysis of connectivity associated with
specific political issues was consistent with the proposed
involvement of the hMNS in partisan ideology and suggested that connectivity within the left hMNS may be
particularly important when considering party affiliation.
Future experiments that examine the relationship between
resting-state functional connectivity and social skills in
larger populations have the potential to shed light on the
neural basis of the serious and consequential behavioral
differences we observe every day in Washington.

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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